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Abstract 

Grinding is one of the most important fmishing operations and it is very useful 
in our automobile industries. A gridng wheel is made of very small, sharp 
and hard abrasiye particles or grits held together by strong porous bond. The 
paper presents, a control system for grinding p m c a  using nr:ura -.fuzzy 
technique, The grinding parameten include circurnfemtiaI speed of a 
grinding se ent workpiece velocity and work depth of cut. The maximum 
grinding #d' C erature is very important since too high temperature will lead to 
surface burns and thermal damage to the grinding wheel as well as the 
workpiece ma-. For fitzzy modeling, all the numerical values are replaced 
with linguistic values. The research work can be applied to any other grinding 
process, whether it is a wet or dry grinding process. 

Introduction 
A grinding wheel is an expendable wheel that carries an abrasive compound on its 
periphery. They we made of sinall, simp and very hd aatural 01- sy~illietic abrasive 
minerals, bonded together in a matrix to form a wheeI. Each abrasive grain is a cutting 
edge' and as the grain passes over the workpiece, it cuts a small cbip, leaving a 
smooth, accurate surface. As the abrasive grain becorn= dull, it breaks away from the 
bondmg material exposing new sharp grains (Odior and Oyawdc, 20084. The 
abrasive particles or grits are held topther by strong porous bond and during 
grinding, a small tiny chip is cut by each of these active grains that comes in contact 
with the work piece as the grinding wheel whirls past it. The size of the chip being cut 
by each micmbpic active gmh is  so small that it is less than f micpmeter which is 
an a nano scale, (Odior and Oyawale, 2008b). 

Abrasive materiais for grinding are classified into two groups: natural and 
synthetic abrasive materials, Natural abrasive materials are those materials that are 
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Eound existing naturally and among the important natural abrasive materials include; 
aluminosilicate mineral, feldspar, calcined clays, lime, chalk and silica, flint, 
kaotiaite, diatomite and diamond, which is the hardest known natural material, 

. (Brecker, 2006). The use of natural abrasive materials goes back to early 6 who 
used them to sharpen his tools. Early man shaped weapons and tools by rubbing them 

. against hard and rough stone. Pictographs also show ancient Egyptians ushg wlural 
abrasive stones to polish pottery and jewehy (Scott, 20 10). Abrasive stones have been 
'used for ages to clean and sharpen everything &om weapons and tools, and evenfor 
cleaning the decks of English navy ships. The earliest form of sandpaper would have 
been loose sand held in flexiile bits of leather or rawhide. Crude adhesives were latk 
used to attach abrasive grit ta flexible backings (Scott, 20 lo), Impurities in t h ~  natural 
abrasive matenis make them less effective. 19s a result of tbis and with advancement 
in tecbnolagy, man began to search for better alternative abrasive materials and the 
search led to the discovery of synthetic abmsive material by Acheson in 188 1. . 

Synthetic abrasive materids are those abrasive materials that are usually 
manufactwed, and their qualities and compositions can easily be controUd, An 
important characteristic of the synthetic abrasive materials is their purity which has an 
important bearing in their efficiency (Arunwhdam and Ramamoorthy, 2007). ,The 
most comonIy used synthetic abrasive materials include silicon carbide, .aluminium 
oxide, Cubic Boron Nitride (CBN), while aluminium oxide and silicon carbide are the 
most common mineral in use today, (Zhong and Vakatesh, 2008). The Cubic Boron 
Nitride (GBN)? shows a great promise in the grinding of high speed steels d i@, 
hardness apps~aches that of diamond. The various grades of each type of ~y9thetic 
abrasives are distinguishable by properties such as colour, toughness, hardnws and 
friability and the differences in properties are caused by variation in purity of 
matdds and method of proc~8ing. 
The art of grinding dates back many centuries, since man fmt discovered that he 

could brighten up m d  sharpen his tools by rubbing them against certain stunts or by 
pI@g therq.&to sand several times. The emery stone appeared when man found 
that the softer sand stone did not work well on the newly discovered harder d e r i a I s ,  
(Salmon, 1992). By the early nineteenth century9 emery (a natural mineral containq 
ima and wnmdum) was used to cut and shape metals. Acheson discovered silicon 
carbide in 1891, while he was attempting to manufacture prekious gem in an electric 
fumme,, and a few years later, Jacob develow d d u m  oxide from claylike 
mineral bauxite. Also, in 1897, Pugson made the first grinding wheel by combining 
emery with potter's clay and fuing.it in a kiln. He noted that emery was a natural 
& r a s h  of mn-uniform texture, so its quality as a grinding wheel varied gfeatly 
(Salmon, 1992). However, emery's variable quality and problems with importing it 
from lndia prior to its discovery in the United States prompted effbrts to fmd a mare 
reliable abrasive mineral. By the 1 8 9 0 ~ ~  the search had yielded silicon carbide, a 
synthetic abrasive mineral harder than corundum, (Theodore, (2009). + 

Grinding operation is complex since it is characterized by a number of 
parameters and variables such as grindability of workpiece mate 
distribution, material hold - up, rotatiowl speed of the ghdhg whe 
speed, (Li, el. al.. 2005). Conventional grinding is characterized by 
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small depth of cut and bigh.work speed. The griadiag proccsscs consist of three 
stages: sliding stage, plow stage and chip - formation stage. These stages are energy 
consuming with the camponding specific ginding energy (U) consisting of sliding 
energy {UaI), plow energy (Ud) and chip - formation energy (Uch). The temperatwe 
reabed by the tip of the abrasive particles wl~e~i cutting is extremely high and higher 
than the melting p int  of steel which is 1,50O0C. However, no melting of grains 
occurs due to brief time of contact, which is often Ias tlwn l?Ox I 0-'sec. ( h d f d  and 
Richardson, 1978). The different depths of art on work piece defnmation had been 
d i s c o v d  to atrect die hardness of Ille nbrasive whcel. (Cmw Turd, t 979). However, 
ibe most generaIly recognized d~aracterislic wlieel hard~iess is the ability of llie whcel 
to retain dulled abrasive grains. The dullef t l ~  retnined p i e s ,  the l~arder the wheel, 

Fuzzy set tl~eo~y pwvides a remedy for my lack of uncertainty in ;lie data, 
(Jagstnnath et a/., 2007) while an artificial Neurnl Network can capture the 
relationship between input and output by adjusting weigl~ts on each link while 
I h n g  from data and they are becoming mow usefir1 in the areas of pttem 
recognition a&xedictian (Om fisan .and Afunlehin, 2007). ThereTore, selection of 
data pairs of input and output for training the network is an essential step to ensure 
sufficiency and integrity of the target function (Simpom, 2007). Attempts to blend 
two artificial intelligence kclmiques have been made in the process of solving 
problems like fuzzy system identification based on input-output data and fuzzy 
controlIer patarnetem tuning (Benachaiba ei a[. 2006). To enable a system to deal with 
wgnitive uncertainties in a mafiner more like liumans, one may incorporate the 
concept of fuzzy logic into neural networks, (Barai and Nair, 2004). A neuro - fway 
model mmbina the fuzzy - logic and neural network principlm to .generate model 
that wiIl muft in the evaluation of specified desired output. While filmy logic 
performs an inference mecka~iis~n under cognitive uncertainty (Zadeh, I Y88), 
computational new1 networks offer exciting advantages, such ns learning, adaptation, 
faul t-blemnce, parallelbn and generalization ( Wa~crman, 1989). To enable a 
system to deal with cognitive uncertainties in a manner more like humans, we 
incorporate the concept of fq logic into 11eura1 networks lo evnluote the 
performance characteristics of a grinding wheel and t l ~ e  resulti~lg hybrid system is 
called fuzzy neural, neural fuzzy, neuro.ftm y or fuzzy-netrro ~~eiwork. 

The Structural Coalposition of a Grillding Wheel 
A grinding wheel consists of abrasive grains (AbG,), the bonding n~alerial (BUM,), and 
the pore (Po). Therefore tlie structure of a grinding wlleel is the relationsliip of rlre 
abrasive grain to ihe bonding material and the relationship o f  these two elements to 
the s p c a  or voids Illat sepamte them. A grillding wheel consists of abrasive grains 
(A&), the bonding material (B,M.), ad h e  pare (P,). A grinding wkal is made 
will1 the proportions of iliree major ca~lponents, {Malki~i and Ritler, i 989) as follows: 

Gw-PRI-%+Pp = 1.0 
W11ere P, - v~luri~etric proportion oTgraius; 

Pb = volumetric proportiota of bonding material; 
arld Pp = volu~netric pmportion of pores. 
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So,G, = P,+Pb+Pp, and P g t P b + P p . =  1.0.- 
A neural network is now used far a typical gr~nding wheel as follows, 

I 

whm W =weight,i= g, b, p and N =  1 to 3, 
The model gives the following two different types o f  outputs: 
output #I  = 1 if WgPg + Wbrb + WFPF > 0 
output #2 = 0 if W,P, + WbPb + W,P, I 0 
Therefore; for W,P,+ WbPbf WpPp > 0, output = I 
And for ir W,P,+ WbPb+ WpPpiO, output = 0, 

The network adapts as foIbws: 
Change the weight by mnount propurtional~ to lhc ditrclance bctween the 

desired orrtput and the actual output, This leads to the following equation; 
AW, = v * ( D - Y ) - e ;  (3) 

where q is the learning rate, 
is the desired output 

and is the actual output. 

Since only two components; the grain and the bond are the major constiiuents of a 
grinding wheel, the neuro fuzzy model reduces to : 

(Wgpg + WbPb Wp 12 (4) 

The neural network is given in Figure I ,  while the output from the model 
becomes: 
I .  output #I  = I if W,P, + WhPh + W, > 0 
2,. putput#2 = o if w,P,+ w&+ W ~ I O  . (5) 

Figure I : The Neural Network for the Grinding Wheel Components. 
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The components of the neural network model with the desired outputs are now 
presented in Table 1 below: 

Table 1: The 111puts and the Desired Output from the Neuro - fuzzy Model. 

The Membersliip Function for the Abrasive Grain Size and Wl~eel Grade. 
The rne~nbcrsl~ip function Tor ltlc abrasive grain size is givc11 in 1:igurt: 3.1 2, wliile 

Ule membership ru~lclioi~ for wheel grade is prescrllerl io Figure 3.13. 

Sa 1W 106 200 :BU 

(Anal Size {=pel- im) 

Figure 2: Membership Function for Grait~ Size. 
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Figure 3: Membership Function for Wheel Gmde. 
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Maximum Griildi~lg Tenrpernture 
The grinding parameters for evaluating the rnax illlu~n acceptable grinding temperature 
include, circumferential speed of a grinding segment (v,), workpiece velocity (v,) and 
work depth of cut (a). The cimu~nferei~tial speed of a gritlding seglncnt (v,) is close to 
constant for a grinding machine for tool (Malkia and Ritler I 989). The pal-ameters of 
workpiece velocity (v,) and depth of cut (a) are input parn~~lelers of the grinding 
process, so they are oritputs of LIE filzzy. co~ltroller. 'I'herefo~.e, two grillding 
parameters are obtained by fiizzy co~ltraller at f irm t, atld are defi~lcd by Ul(a,i51) and 
U2(v,, at this motnenc. . 

Tile empirical forn~ula for maximum grinding tempera lure is (Ma1 kin n ~ ~ d  ~fiter,  
1989), 

.. =- 1 . 137 13.5 (I 07s , I~, , ;  i t s  ( 1 1  - 0.451t ,,,,) 
OtIL = 

kt/,:-" 

where 
Qm = the maximum temperature, 
a= the tfiern~a? conductivity, 
a = the depth of grinding, 
v, = the workpiece velocity, 
u = the specific grinding energy, 
u,~, = I l ~ e  chip-formation energy, 
k - the rllerinal Jilli~sivity, 
d = the equivalent wheel diameter. 

We define U = (u - 0,45uCl,), so U, a, k are unknown parameters needed to be 
estimated. 

Taking the natural logaritl~ln of hot11 sides of equntiot~ ( 6 )  above, we llsve; 

Equation 3 can be wriltc11 in h e  form Y = ax (9) 
According to LIie t11eorc111 of Recursi ve I C ~ S ~ - N ~ U ~ I ~ C S  cst i~~li i t io~l  (It LS), wc have; 

9 ~ + ~  = X ~  - f . k N + l o N + l  -P;+I~N ( 1 01 
kN*! = ~ N P N + , ( ~  + P;+,&%+, I-' 

-1 r 
I]  1) 

c+, = -PNPN+, (I* P)L+IGvN+I I PN+~PM ( 1  2)  
in above formulae qL+, = (0.5 1 - I ) ,  = [a", a]-'. In this way, we can obtain the 

estimation at time t: ) 
x, = (In a, InU, 111 k, )= 
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Then with x, estimated by above formulae and defining Q,,, = TC, where T°C is 
the given temperature for avoiding workpiece disto~.tio~ in the gitiding process. 

Hence we can develop the following equation: 
0.5 0.75 as 1.13a, n v, ( s  - 0.45r1,,~), < T,,C - 

k , d y  
9 

which can be further expressed as: 
a 

This implies tila[ we should mnxirnize thc metal removal rate (MM) withqut 
subjecting the grinditig process to over - heating and distortiol~ while the machine is 
working with eficiency as high as possibIe, 

But MRR = bav, 
where b is the width of wheel, . 
We need to maximize the metal removal rate at an acceptable temperature Ievel. 
The contro4~f above equation becomes; 

MRR = maxlBav,l 
0 75 0.5 

17 
Such that; a ' v, < At I8 

s.t. ac U1(cl,6~) 19 
sat, VwE U2(vwr&) 20 

Solvil~g above equatio~s (3.1 1 - 3.14) gives rhe cotitrol laws as follows: 
2 -312 vw 5 At a1 

where a, = rnin {a r Ut(a,G,)), 
We reduce the control law v, 5 ~12a:'~ to the form V* I ~ * a *  for the neuro - 

fuzzy model. 
-3/2 where v '=v ,  A'= 4 and a*=  a, . 

The model gives three sets of condi tiuns: 
1. v * - ~ ' a *  = o 
2. V* - ~ * a *  Z O 
3. v ' - ~ * a *  I 0 

Cansidcrin~ibe output paratnetcrs from tile modcI, we Ilavc lI~c fof lowi~ig 
I. V' - ~ * a '  = Zero (2) =Optimistic (Op) 
2. V* - ~ ' a '  = Negative (N) = Nornial (N) 
3. V' - ~ ' a '  = Positive (P) = Pessimistic (P,) 

The neuro - fuzzy model recognizes the above output parameters as input 
parameters and then process them to arrive at the specified desired output of 
maxilnunl metal removal rate at acceptable temperature level in the grii~di~lg process. 

The neuro - fuzzy model struct~~re is now given in Figure 4 .h  should be noted 
that XI, Xz, X3, represent input parameters, layers 1, 2, 3 and N1, Nz, N3 and N4 
represent co~inections between the input and output parailleten, while yl, yz, y3 

represent the output panmeteis and yd represent the desired output. 
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Figure 4: The Structure oTa Ncuso - Fuzzy Model, 

The neuro-fuuy model in Figure 4 is now reduced to the following form for 
sirnpIicity. 

Mgure 5: A Simplified Layout of Neuro - FLIZZY Model. 

To process the parameters to afrive at the specified desired output, the following 
base rules are employed; 

I .  IF (v* - ~ * a *  ) = Z , AND (v' - ~ ' a *  ) = Z continues, THEN output = 0$ 
2. IF (v' - ~ * a *  'a') = N, AND (v* - h'a') = N co~ltioues, THEN output = NII . 
3. IF (v* - ~ ' a '  ) = P., AND (v* - A a* ) = P, continues, THEN output = 

Nil. 

Ottr desired output is O,, a co~~ditiot~ of optimisiic, where rile rnetill re~tloval rate is 
maximized at an acccptaWe tempant ure level. 

Performance Index of a Grillding Wllccl 
The performance index is used to characterize wheel wear resistance is the wheel 
grinding ratio or G ratio and is defined as the ratio of the change in volume of the 
workpiece glqo,~-d (AV,), lo the cllange ill tile volu~l~e, of tllc gritlding wlleel iz~noved 
(AV,), and is expressed as 

It should be noted that a very high grir.lding ratio (G) is desirable for high grinding 
eficiency and this means illat grinding ratio shouId be rnucil, much greater than one, 

ie G >>>>>I. 
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Figure G sl~ows tbc cornpunen ts of grindi tlg wl~ccl ~~crfom~nt~cc irldcx for high 
grinding eficiency, 

figure 6: Colnpotie~it of Gritding Wheel Performance Index. 

Three coirditions are apparent in this case; 

AYI 1. G > ! . ie - > 1 which is desirable. 
A t  

A Vhl 3. G < 1 ic - < 1 which is 11ot iicsirnble. 
A y* 

Considering thc ouipu t pnmlnctcru Tram lllc moclcj, we lrl~vc tllc rollow cottrlilions: 

1. - *' 1 = I i  I = Optimistic (0,); 
A K 
A v;,, 2, - = I = Nnn~lal (N) =: No1-ma1 (N), 
* y e  

3. - ' < 1 = Low (L) = Pessimistic (P,), 
A ve 

The neuro - fuzzy model is now used for the above para~neters and the madel 
recognizes the above outp~~t paran~etcrs as input parameters, which are processed to 
arrive at the specified desired output of high grinding efficiency, which co~lsis$ of 
very high vvluhe of workpicce ~~~atcrial  renlovcd with very low volulne of 
wheel material removed. 

In other to process the above parameters to arrive at the specified desired puput, 
I ,  . . 
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the fallowing base rules arc employed; 
I. ( AV. -A<  .',) = Positive (P) = High (14) = Optimistic (0,). 
2. (AVMa -A&) = Zero (2) = Normal (N) = Nonnal (N), 
3. (AVH,-AVc) = Negative(N) = Low (L)= Pessilnisiie (P,), 

So we have the following results: 
I. IF (AVM, -AK) = P AND (AY.. -AV,) = P contiaues, THEN output Op. 
2. IF (A<, -AK)  - Z AND (AVH,-AV,,) = N contiti~~es, THEN output 

Nil, 
3. IF (AV - A K )  = N AND(AV,-AV,) = L continues, THEN output .. $ 

Nil, 

Our desired output is 0, a coi~dition of optimistic, where (he change in volume of 
warkpiece material removed is lligtier tllatl that of the gl-iuding wheel material 
rexnoved. 

The specified desired output of high grinding efficie~lcy is not for just a high 
grinding ratio but for a very higls grinding ratio, 111 this case, we need to have the 
foliowii~g output parameters: 

1. (Air,,-AVe) >>>> 1 =Very High Positive (VJIP), 
2. (AY, -A<)  = 0 = Very High Nornlal (VHN). 

3. ( A V .  -A&) 1 = Very Low Negative (VLN). 

So we have the followi~lg results: 
1 .  (AV, -A() = P* = Very tiigll I'osilive (VHI') = Opti~aistic (O,,); 
2. ( Ak', - AVr ) = Z = Very 1-Iigli Normal (VHN) = Most Likely (MI); 

3. (AYMa T&'~) = N- = Very Law Negative (VLN) = Pessi~nistir: (I);). 

The Components of Fuzzy Logic Model. 
The components of the fuzzy logic control model of the grinding wheel performance 
index can now be represented wit11 membersllip functions as presented in Table 2. 

Table 2: Components of Fuzzy Logic Model. 

Level Number 
1 
2 

Interpreta~ion. 
Pessiinist ic 
Most Likely 

Fuzzy Output. 
Negative 
D m  

Linguistic Variables 
(AVM, -Avc",) 

( A v ,  -Av,)  
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The neuro - fuzzy model now uses the following output parameters as input 
parameters to arrive at the specified desired output. 

1. 1F ( AY,-AV,) = P AND ( A V ,  -AV,) = VHP continues, THEN output 

OP' 
2. IF (dVHa-AY,) = Z AND (AV,,-AV,) = VHN continues, THEN output 

Nil. 
3. IF (AVw-A&) = N AND(AV,,-AC/,) = VLN continues, THEN output 

Nil. 

The Grinding Wheel System Operating Rules. 
lNPUT No I : ("Input", Positive (0,). Negative (P,), Zero (N)) . 
INPUT No. 2 {GP- Getting Positive (O,), GN- Getling Negative (P,), GZ- 

Gelthg Zero (N)]. 

Tlre system response with its output becomes: 
Output ~ , ' ~ ~ t i m i s t i c ,  P, = Nil, nnd N = Nil. 
The degree of reIationship bctwceti fuzzy output and mcmbc~nhi p ri~nction mnges 

from 0 fo 1.0. Tlie grapllical illustration or'fnblc I is pi-csenid in I~igulx 7. 

Figure 7: Graph 01 Fuzzy Logic Contr.01 Model. 

The interpmiation of die b~aplr sllows that: 
I .  When the change in v o l u ~ ~ ~ e  of workpicce grou~ld is higher than the change in 

volulne of grinding wlleel removed the 1node1 pro~npts positive (optimistic 
output). 

2. When the change in volume ofworkpiece ground is lower than the change in 
volurne of grinding wheel removed the rnodel prompts ~legative (pessimistic 
output); and 

3. W11en the ctlongc it1 voiumt: of workpicce gi-out~d n11d tllc dlangt in volume of 
grindklg wl~ccl removed are equal the illode1 prolnpts zero (Most Likdy 
output) 
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Conclusion 
Grinding is one of the 111ost versatile metI~ods of ~-eillaving niaterial froin machine 
parts by abras'on. It is an important finishing operation which is veryh useful in 
industrial and omestic applications. As a resuIt af the complexity of grinding 
operation, it was more co~lveniet~t to use ileuro fuzzy models to co11troI the grinding 
process. The was carefully c611trolled to get llle desired output wit11 ~uaximum 
metal removal rate at an acceptable temperature level that will iiot lead to workpiece 
burns. Also the perfom~ailce index which characterizes the wheel wear resistance was 
also modeled and it was discovered that ille wheel g r i ~ ~ d i ~ ~ g  ratio sllould never be less 
than one for efficient grinding operation and it' should always be very high for 
effective colltrol of the grinding process. 
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